READING LIST

Background Reading


Martin Green, * Dreams of Adventure, Deeds of Empire* (1980).


Weekly Reading

**Week One**
The British Empire and the World
See Background Reading above

**Week Two**


Week Three
Addiction, political economy, and imperialism: Thomas De Quincey’s 
*Confessions of an English Opium Eater* (1822).


Week Four
The Great Indian Education Debate: T.B. Macaulay’s ‘Minute of 2nd February 1835’ (COPY PROVIDED) and H.H. Wilson’s ‘Education of the Natives of India’ (1835, COPY PROVIDED)


Week Five


Week Six READING WEEK

Week Seven


**Week Eight**

**The construction of Englishness: J.R. Seeley’s The Expansion of England (1883).**


**Week Nine**

**Anxieties of hybridity : Kipling’s Kim (1901)**


**Week Ten**

**The question of hollowness: E.M. Forster’s A Passage to India (1924)**


**Week Eleven**

**The newness of India: Paul Scott’s *Staying On* (1977)**